PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS:

- Bethany Lutheran College, Mankato, MN (BLC)
- Gustavus Adolphus College, St. Peter, MN (GAC)
- Normandale Community College (NOR)
- University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN (UMN)

Preliminary Rounds:

3 wins/ 0 losses
- BLC DG (Jesse DeDeyne & Jessica Gehrke)

2 wins/ 1 loss
- UMN AW (Cassie Abel & Kim Wydeen) [honorary bronze]
- UMN BrHs (David Bratt & Arif Hasan) [honorary bronze]
- UMN WM (David Watson & Tom Meyer)
- UMN HS (Monica Heth & Jessica Schroeder)
- UMN MH (Shannon Mitchell & Michelle Hogler)

1 win/ 2 losses
- GAC SK (Henry Stockman & Alex Knewtson)
- GAC CM (Andrea Carlile & Sean Maertens)
- NOR KP (Abhi Kumar & Alvina Patel)
- UMN SP (Aneesh Sohoni & Daryl Pint)
- UMN HrBu (Scott Hargarten & Spencer Burke)
**Bronze Round**

- BLC DG (opp) def UMN WM 2-1
- UMN HS (opp) def UMN MH 3-0

**Gold Round:**

- BLC DG (gov) def UMN HS 3-0

Bethany Lutheran College's Gold Award winners: Jesse DeDeyne and Jessica Gehrke

Top speakers: Shannon Mitchell, Monica Heth, Jesse DeDeyne, Arif Hasan, Tom Meyer, Michelle Hogler
**Individual Speakers**

- 1 Jesse DeDeyne - BLC
- 2 Arif Hasan - UMN
- 3 Michelle Hogler - UMN
- 4 Monica Heth - UMN
- tie 5 Shannon Mitchell - UMN
- tie 5 Tom Meyer - UMN
- 7 Henry Stokman - GAC
- 8 David Bratt - UMN
- tie 9 Daryl Pinto - UMN
- tie 9 Kim Wydeen - UMN
- tie 9 Andrea Carlile - GAC

**Topics**

Round 1: Resolved: passivity should be punished.

Round 2: This House prefers an Oscar to a Nobel Prize.

Round 3: (case) Jack is a member of a marketing team which recently developed a proposal for a large contract. The firm Jack works for has received this contract three years in a row and it seemed the firm was sure to get the contract for a fourth year. However, due to a random and complex series of events, which included a hurricane, the fall in the value of the Japanese Yen, and a scare of Mad Cow Disease in Wyoming, the contract was given to another firm. Since Jack's firm was planning on getting the contract, they had already budgeted money from it. Now the board of directors wants someone's head. The CEO has picked Timothy as the scapegoat. Timothy has a record of poor work, lack of enthusiasm, and disruptive behavior. However, Timothy, like everyone else on the team, did nothing wrong when it came to this proposal. This would be a perfect opportunity to get rid of Timothy, but the reason for his dismissal is false. If the board doesn't pick Timothy, they will look for another member of the team to blame.

In this case the Government team must support the statement: Jack is morally required to defend Timothy in this situation.

Bronze Round: This House would promote consumer confidence.

Gold Round: This House would engage the vocal minority.